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beyond the borders: globalisation, sovereignty and extra ... - beyond the borders: globalisation,
sovereignty and extra-territoriality alan hudson introduction: sovereignty and beyond sovereignty, the
bundling of rule-making authority within bounded territories, is the hallmark of the modern
international political economy. globalisation, signifying an increase in the importance, volume,
speed and beyond sovereignty? the state after the failure of sovereignty - beyond sovereignty?
the state after the failure of sovereignty eric engle* ... and beyond or above which there is no political
power, and no legal appeal. the word which by itself ... of the sovereign and all property in its
territory. b. analogies between sovereignty and the ruler to property and family beyond the borders:
globalisation, sovereignty and extra ... - introduction: sovereignty and beyond sovereignty, the
bundling of rule-making authority within bounded territories, is the hallmark of the modern
international political economy. globalisation, signifying an increase in the importance, volume,
speed and scope of cross-border flows of ideas, money, commodities and de facto
sovereigntyÃ¢Â€Â•: boumediene and beyond - Ã¢Â€Âœde facto sovereigntyÃ¢Â€Â•:
boumediene and beyond anthony j. colangelo* ... preme court precedent holds that the existence of
sovereignty over a territory is a political question immune from judicial review.12 ac-cordingly, the
argument goes, the sovereignty language in the lease, ... de facto sovereignty is a political question
in that it ... beyond territory: revisiting the normative justification ... - beyond territory: revisiting
the normative justification of self-government in theory and practice abstract the association of
sovereignty with control over territory is being challenged both internally and externally in modern
societies. demands for political autonomy from sub-state minorities undermine the natural link tate
beyond sovereignty: the transformation of the nation ... - beyond sovereignty: the transformation
of the nation state * jody jensen august 2011 ... nation states remain powerful, and political leaders
can play decisive roles in the world, but the ques- ... blages of bits and pieces of territory, of
authority, of rights, that used to be lodged in national states. ... the second magellanic age:
territory and political ... - the second magellanic age: territory and political authority in the 21st
century david j. elkins, university of british columbia territorial states have evolved over several
centuries into all-purpose political units, sharing sovereignty only with other states. non-territorial
forms of political, economic, or religious organiÃ‚Â public international law and its territorial
imperative - david j. elkins, beyond sovereignty: territory and political economy in the twenty-first
century 13-39 (1995); see also, bernard h. oxman, the territorial imperative: a siren song at sea, 100
am. j. int'l l. 830 (2006). 8. the same can be said of its earlier formulation of "territorial waters". see
percy positivism and practice beyond sovereignty patrick macklem* - positivism and practice
beyond sovereignty . patrick macklem* abstract . ... human rights play beyond sovereignty 
specifically, in relation to nonstate actors such as multinational - ... some define human rights in
political terms. for john rawls, a right is a human right if it acts as a reason in global discursive politics
to globalization, law, and the transformation of sovereignty ... - assumption that the global
political community will move beyond sovereignty. in contrast to these approaches, this article
adopts a "structuralist" approach where the focus is more decidedly on the way the form of
sovereignty changes in relation to a fundamental transformation in the beyond territory: revisiting
the normative justification ... - beyond territory: revisiting the normative justification of
self-government in theory and practice abstract the association of sovereignty with control over
territory is being challenged both internally and externally in modern societies. demands for political
autonomy from sub-state minorities undermine the natural link push beyond
sovereigntyÃ¢Â€Â™s imaginary by exploring other ... - sovereignty. consider various critiques of
state-centric modes of sovereignty. develop mastery over existing literature in indigenous political
studies that focus on the category of sovereignty. push beyond sovereigntyÃ¢Â€Â™s imaginary by
exploring other ways of theorizing and
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